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HH    Holding Hands
NHH    No Holding Hands
CW    Clockwise
CCW    Counter Clockwise
LOD    Line of Direction
R    Right Foot
L    Left Foot
Step    Full Weight on Foot
Step-Hop   Full Weight on Foot plus hop on same foot
Mayim   Means “water” in Hebrew ~ a 4 count step
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Mayim to the Right Moving to the right (CCW), L steps across in front 

     of R, R steps to the right side, L steps behind 
R, R

   steps to the side. (4 counts)  

Mayim to the Left Moving to the left (CW), do a reverse of a 
   right mayim.  R steps across in front of L, L
   steps to the left side, R steps behind L, L steps
   to the side. (4 counts) 

Mayim Lift   A Mayim Lift to the right starts with L
   crossing in front of R, R steps to right, L steps 
   behind R and lift R.  Note: In fast dances
   when R is lifted, you hop on L at the same
   time.  A Mayim Lift to the left starts with R
   crossing in front of L, L steps to left, R steps
   behind L, and lift L.  Note: In fast dances when L is 
                                lifted, you hop on R at the same time.  (Mayim lifts        
   are used to reverse direction.  This movement
   can also be referred to as a 7-up Hop.)

Open Mayim to the Moving to right (CCW), R steps to the side
Right   (open), L crosses in front of R, R steps to the
   side, L steps behind R. (4 counts) 

Open Mayim to the Moving to left (CW), do a reverse of an open
Left mayim to the right.  L steps to the side (open),
 R crosses in front of L, L steps to the side,
 R steps behind L. (4 counts)  
Balance Step/ A shift of weight from one foot to another in place ~
Sway usually R,L,R,L  ( 4 counts) or R,L  (2 counts).
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Rock A shift of weight forward or backward in
 place. 

Kibbutz/Grapevine  Moving to the right, R steps to the side,
to the Right L  steps behind R, R steps to the side, L heel up.
 (4 counts) moving right arm from down position across to 

praise position

Kibbutz/Grapevine    Moving to the left, L steps to the side, R
to the Left steps behind L, L steps to the side, R heel up.
 (4 counts) moving left arm from down position across to 

praise position

Right Yeminite Visualize standing inside of a circle, R steps
 outside of circle slightly back, L steps slightly
 behind R, R steps back in place inside circle.
 (3 counts)

Left Yeminite Visualize standing inside of a circle, L steps
 outside of circle slightly back, R steps slightly
 behind L, L steps back in place inside circle.
 (3 counts)  Note: Usually you will do a 
 Yeminite on both sides.

Four Count Same as three count yeminite but on fourth
Yeminite count pause or hop.

Back Yeminite Can be either right or left side.  For a Right
 Back Yeminite, R steps back out of circle, L
   joins R, R steps forward, pause for next step.
   Reverse for Left Back Yeminite.

Right Tcherkessia           Step R forward, while lifting (rock with bent knees) 
   L and place L back in place, step R backward, while
   lifting (rock with bent knees) L and place L back in  
   place (4 counts).  Note: Lift arms above head on 1st 
   count, then lower arms for the other three counts,
   ending with arms down at sides on the 4th 
   count.  When a dance calls for a tcherkessia, it’s
   usually a right tcherkessia.

Left Tcherkessia  Reverse of a Right Tcherkessia.  
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Front Tcherk  Half of a Tcherkessia: Step R forward, while lifting L
   and place L back in place, step R back in place. (2 counts)

Back Tcherk  Half of a Tcherkessia: Step R backward, while lifting L
   and place L back in place, step R forward in place.  (2 counts)

Double Front   Right Tcherkessia to left, Left Tcherkessia to right.
Tcherkessia  (6 counts)

Coupe to the Right Going to the right (CCW): L crosses in 
and Left   front of R, placing weight on L, R steps
   in place, L steps to left side, joining R.
   Arm movements: With right hand behind
   your back, left arm follows L as it crosses
   in front of R.  As you step back on R, left 
   arm follows L back to original position at
   your side.  Going to the left (CW): R
   crosses in front of L, placing weight
   on R, L steps in place, R steps to right
   side, joining L.  Arm Movements: With
   left hand behind your back, right arm follows
   R as it crosses in front of L.  As you step
   back on L, right arm follows R back to
   original position at your side.
   (Each coupe is 3 counts)

Double Coupe  A coupe to both sides; to the left and then to the right
   (or vice versa).

 
Hora Dance  Step to the left with L, R steps behind L,
   L steps to the left side, kick left with R,   
   return R back in place, then kick to right
   with L, return L back in place. 

Waltz   Step forward with R, bring L forward 
   to R, step back with L, bring R back to L.
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Box   Visualize a box; R crosses L-forward to top left corner of
 box, L crosses over R-to top right corner of box, R back to 
bottom right corner, bring L to bottom left corner.

David    Going to the right: step to the right with R, L steps
   next to R. (2 counts) Going to the left: step to the left 
   with L, R steps next to L.(2 counts) also called step-touch 

Pivot In &   R steps forward to center of circle facing LOD (arms coming 
Pivot Out from center to outside), pivot weight on L, R steps to outside   

of circle facing LOD with L in place (arms coming from center 
to outside).

Step-Behind-Step/ Going to the right: step to the right with R, L steps behind
Turn SBS   R, R steps to right side, right pivot (with L up & turning to 

outside of circle)-4 counts; place L down, R steps behind L, L 
steps to left side, left pivot (with R up & turning to center of 
circle)-4 counts. 

Cha-Cha-Cha  Quick step-together-step. Going to the right: R together R
   (R,L,R). Going to the left: L together L (L,R,L). 3 counts
    
Sunburst   Crossing arms in front; starting low and bringing arms up,
   out, and back down.  

Sunburst Pivot  Sunburst while R steps forward, pivot on R,
   R steps back, L will remain front. 

Pony Step Right  Going to the right: step to the right with R, Left  
and Left   toe steps next to R with weight going onto the left 
   toe, R steps in place. (RLR, 3 counts, quick steps) 

  Going to the left: step to the left with L, Right 
  toe steps next to L with weight going onto the
  right toe, L steps in place.  (LRL, 3 counts, quick
  steps)  Can also be referred to as a Hora step.
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Right Turn: Right Circle Motion w/ Right Hand
Left Turn: Left Circle Motion w/ Left Hand
Move Right: R Point w/ right hand,
Move Left/Mayim:  L Point w/ left hand, 
Open Mayim: Half Circle w/ Right Hand 
starting on right hip 
Box Step: Half Circle w/ Right hand starting on 
left hip
Pivot In, Out, TZCH: Hand across body, Upper 
Circle, 
Right Yeminite: Point down w/ Right hand
Left Yeminite: Point down w/ Left Hand 
Move Forward: Point to the center of the circle.
Move Back/ Back TZCH: Point back w/ thumb, 
Turn Outside: Point to outside of circle,  do step 
(ex. sbs, turn)
Cha-Cha-Cha: Turn body CCW and point to 
right of circle
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